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Edge-stiffening Effect of New Jersey Barrier Walls on
Cantilever Slabs
C. SADLER and M. HOLOWKA
rier walls were of sinple forrn, consisting of a post
use of wood gave way
to the stronger naterials of steel and concrete'
However, as truck size increase¿l, the post and railing t1¡pe were not sufficient to resíst collision
loads and coul¿l not reilirect out-of-control trucks
back onto the highway. Consequentty' the province
of ontario adopte¿l a standar¿l barrier wall that consisted of a continuous reinforced-concrete barrier
vratl. The typical barrier wall used for cÔntrolleilaccess highways is shown in Figure 1. This barrier
wall is 450 tnm wide at the base and just more than I
m in height, with a total mass of 76O kg/m' AIso
shown is a barrier waII with railing that is used
for roads with pedestrians. These nassive barrier
walls are consiélered a restraint ¡nechanism ancl are
used to redirect trâfficr but not in a structural

ABSTRÀCT

and railing type. The initial

The policy of usíng New Jersey type barrier
walls along all major highways has been endorsetl by the ontario Ministry of TransPortation and Co¡nmunications. conseguentlyt

new briilges and deck rehabilítations

have

¡nassive barrier walls along outside eclges of

bridge clecks. These barriers act as etlge
stiffening for cantilever slabs and have a
significant effect on Èhe distributíon of
Iive load on cantilever slabs. The current
code specifications for the design of concrete cantilever slabs were established for
slabs with rigid supports an¿l with no edge
These specifications are constiffening.
servative when edge stiffeníng is present'
The load distribution of a tlpical cantifever slab supported by an exterior longitudinal girder was investigated by using
three-dinensionat finite elenents. The study
consiilered various edge-stiffening conélitions and varying ftexibility of longitudinal deck support. The results are conpared
with the netho¿ls given in the Ontario Highe¡ay Bri¿tge oesign Code antl $tith other sitnplified nethods. As a result. of Èhe ena significant
hanced load distribution,
potential saving in the quantity of cairtilever reinforcíng steel anil in the cost of
deck rehabilitation can be realized'

sense.

During the past fer¡ decades the nature of highways

and vehicular traffic

has changed rapiclly'

The

highway systen has developetl with the objectives of
prãviaing- for increasect traffic volumes' increased
truck loadsr faster speedsr and greater safety' The

vehicular traffic, in particular truck traffic, has
dranatically changed in size and weight' As the
heavy trucks have becone nore numerous and traffic
has becone nore congested, a greater nee¿l to confine
out-of-control trucks has arisen. consequently, the
nature of the restraining elements' which are designed to keep trucks within their right-of-way' has
atso changed.
the railingsr Parapet wal-lst or barInitially,

In Ontario a popular forn of briclge construction
is the concrete- stab on longitudinal concrete or
steel girders. Econonicallyr it is advantageous to
minimize the nunber of girders¡ consequently, the
use of a cantilever slab is cÕ¡ntnon. A typical cross
section of a recently clesigned contínuous steel boxgirder bridge is shówn in Figure 2. The ¿lesign of
fhe cantilever is governed by (a) dea¿l loads, (b)
vertícal Iive loads, and (c) horizontal collision
loads. The dead-loa¿l effects are secondary compared
to the live-loail effects. The ratio of factorecl
tive-loatt effect to factored clead-load effect is
approximately 2.5 to 3.5 for a cantilever span of
I.5 m.
Current clesign specifications ¿lo noÈ take into
account the presence of these rnassive barrier
r.ralts. The ¿lesign specifications have not kept pace
with the development of bhe barrier walLs and their
structural effect on the ilesign of the supporting
s1ab. The effect of the presence of continuous concrete barrier walls on the ilesign of the supporting
cantilever slab is investigated. The presence of
barrier walls affects only the ¿tistribution of vertical tive loads and coll-ision loads. Dead-load effects are not altered by the presence of barrier
wall-s.
CODE SPECIFICATIONS FOR CANTILEVER SLABS

current codes have been developed so that the canti-
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lever slab can be designed on a unit length basis.
The unit length is parallel to the support line of
the cantilever. The AÀSHTO specifications (1) for
the distributioh of live load have not chanqed over
the past 35 years. The formulas for deternining the

effectíve length of slab-resisting Iive Loa¿l were
developed so that the slab is designed to support
the load independent of the end support along the
cantilever. For railing or cotlision loads, the
provisions ¿lo attenpt to take into account the presence of a parapett however¡ they do not take into
account the length of the cantilever. The design
mo¡nents are cal-culated by distributing the monent
caused by a concentrated vertical r,rbeel load or a
collision load over a prescribed effective length
(E) :

M (per unit length of slab) = (P .

X)/E

(l )

where
lr1

or.

rvp.

= ¡noment resultanti

P = concentrated vehicle load caused by wheel or

collision load;

X = moment arrn, distance fron wheet load to supporte¿l end, or distance from locatíon of col-

lision load to base of barrier wall;

and

E = effective lèngth of cantilever slab resisting
live-load monents (see Table l).
The recently published Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code (oHBDC) e) bases its fornulâs for cantilever slabs partly on westergaard's (3) elastic
method (AASHTO) and partty on a semigraphical elastic method (3), as shown in Table 1. In the cases
of (a) cantilever slabs spanning less than 1.2 n and
supporting wheel loads and (b) barrier wa11 collision loads, the applicable equations are identical
to those of AASHTO. In the case of wheet loads applie¿t to cantilever slabs greater than I.2 m and
vthere the cantilever span is small in comparison to
the length of the supported end, the semigraphical
elastic method proposed by Bakht and Holland (4) is
specified. The design monent for live load is given
in the forn:

M(perunitlengthofslab)=(PA'/r){1/cosh[A'v/(c-")]] e)
where

Ar = coefficient (see Figures 3 antt l0);
y = distance measured along supported end from
the wheel loadt
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C = distance of concentrated wheel load from sup-

SCOPE

port end, measured along the x-axis¡ and
x = distance measured perpendicular to and from
the supported end.
Equation 2 is applicable to slabs with Iinearly
varying thicknessr but it does not accÕunt for the
The coefficient Ar is
presence of edge stiffening.
dependent on the slab thickness ratio, the position
of the load on the slab' and the location Ôf the
reference point, as shown in Figure 3, which is
taken from the oHBDC. For the rnajority of bridges'
the cantilever span is less than 1.2 m in Length;
consequentlyr the AASHTo format was retained in lieu
of the more general form of EquaÈion 2 because for
small spans the variation bethteen the two equations
is ninimal. It should be noted that for both coiles
the cantilever span for slab-on-girder bridges is
limited in length to I.8 m.

I

TABLE

OF INVESTIGATION

The present study was undertaken to determine the

effect of the presence of edge stiffening or barrier
wa1ls on the distribution of live-load effects in
typical cantilever slabs. A typicâI cantilever deck
section (Figure 2) was considered in the for¡nulation
of the mathenatical nodels.
the distribution of Iive-load effects in cantilever slabs is affected by the following structural
parameters:

1. Length of slab in the direction of the overhang,

2. Thickness of the slab overhang'
3. Èlaterial proPerties of the sIåb (rnodulus of
elasticity) '
4. Presènce of edge stiffening,

Moment and Distribution Length Formulas
Direction of Force Effect Idistribution Ìength (E), m]

Load Case

TransYerse Moment

Longitudinal Moment

0.8x+ t.143

0.35X + 0.98

AASHTO
Wheel loads
Collision loads

<

2.1 34

0.8x + 1.524

With barrier wall
Without barrier wall

0.8x+

1.143

OHBDC
Wheel loads

Cantilever span < 1.2 m
Cantilever span > l 2 m
Collision loads
With bârrier wall
Without ba¡rier wall

0.8x + l.l 5
¡4 = 1ea'¡ø¡ltTcoshtA'y/(C

-

0.35X+ 1,0<

x)l Ì

2.1

0.8x+ l.l5
0.8x +

1.1 5
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5. Longitudinal stiffness of supporting girders,

Iinear elastic analysis of a bridge by representing
strucÈuraI elements with quadrilateral thin sheII
finite elements capable of sir¡ulating both rnembrane
and flexure behavior. The program is based on the
displacement for¡nulation of the finite-elenent
rnethod and considers all six degrees of freedom at
each element node. The nethod allowed any one or
more of the six degrees of freedo¡n (three translatory and three rotational) to be constrained at a
nodal point.
Three different cantilever slab configurations
were invesÈigated. The cases chosen represent extrene structural or boundary states. In the first
case a cantilever slab fixed at the supported entl
against aIl translations and rotations ancl has no
edge stiffening along the free edge is modeled. In
the second case a cantilever slab, again, is
nodeledt it is fixed at the supported end but has
edge stiffening along the free edge, In the third
case a cantilever slab that has the supported end
resting on a flexible ¡nedia is modelèdt for qxample,
a sÈeel plate girder parallel to the direction of
traffic.
Thê free edge is edge stiffened. These
three conditions are shown in Figure 4.
The load cases for each of the three cases are
shown in Figure 5 and äre as follows:
1. An 80-kN horizontal collision load applied aÈ
the top of the barríer waII,

and

6. Locåtion and type of load.
Several of these parameters are kept constant or

specified in order to simplify the analysis. The
first three items are established as follows: slah)
span = I.5 m, slab thickness = 230 mm, and ¡naterial
property of the concrete slab (Es1ab) = 27 700 l4Pa.
(Note that Eslab = Youngrs rnodulus of elasticity
of a concrete deck.)
The parameters studied are 4, 5, and 6. The degree of edge stiffening is varied by assigning appropriate vãlues of the modulus of elasticity to the
barrier v¡all. The longitudinal stiffness of the
supporting girder is varied by assígning different
boundary conditions to the supports. The location
and nagnítude of the applied vertical and horizontal
live loads are as specified in the OHBDC.
The results from the nathenatical model h'ere then
compared with both code methods and with other existing $ethods of anâlysis (4,5).
FINITE-ELEIqENT ANALYSIS

Analysis of cantilever slab configurations was car-

ried out by using the finite-elenent program oUEST
(6). The computer program vras used to perforn a
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DÊiK sãafloN

a

DÊCK PLAN

) COLLISION LOAD

NOTE:

b)

{')

,IOO

cl 2 -

WHEEL LOADS ACT AS CONCENTRAfED POINT LOADS

KN VERTICAL LOAD

7O KN VERTICAL LOADS

FIGURE 5 Load cases: magnitudes and positions.

2. A síngle 100-kN vertical \dheel load acting on
the slab' and
3. Two 7o-kN ttheel loads that act on the slab
and are 1.2 m apart in the direction nornal to the
span of the slab.
The verticaL loads were apptied at 300 mm from the

face of the barrier wal1. Dynarnic load effects were
not included in this investigation because the effect simpty affects the magnitude and not the clis-

tribution of the live load.
The process of modeling the structural behavior
of a cantil-èver slâb reguires an arrangement of
guadrilateral elements so as to closely approximate
the load-distributiÕn characteristics of the real
structure. Figure 6 illustrates the subdivision of
the idealizeal structure into fÍnite elenents. The
arrangenent shor.rn provides reasonable element aspect
ratíos and provides for an element layout that results in a reasonable resolution of the resuÌting
force effects. To avoid loca1 effects caused by
slab discontinuitíes, a width I times the cantilever
slab span is useil. In this way the condition of an
infinitely wide cantilever slab is nodeled. structural components that cornprise the barrier wall'
slab, and support beam are all modeled. In modeling
the barrier wall it was decided to replace the ac-

tual barrier waIl shape with elements of a rectangular cross section to sinplify the modeling for the
finite-element analysis. The only requirenent is
that the overall height and monent of inertia of the
barrier walt about the base of both the moilel and
actual barrier wal1 be the same. This facilitated
the correct application of the horizontal collision
load ancl at the sane ti¡ne closely approximated the
vertical stiffness of the edge-stiffening elenent.
OBSERVATION ÀND DISCUSSTON OF RESULTS

A total of three different idealízations, each with
the same three load cases' were investigated. The
results of the analysis are given in rigures 7-9.
The bencling monents in the direction of the cantilever span are shown as contours on a plan of the
mathematical notlel.
Figure 7 shows the distribution

of noments for
the collision loacl of 80 kN. As can be expecteal'
the maximum moment occurs at the free edge of the
cantilever slab. The first contour is representative of the condition where no barrier walI stiffening is considered. The second and third contours
are representative for the cases where barrier wall
stiffening is considered. The peak no¡nent decreâses
by al¡RosÈ 30 percênt when barrier walls are consid-
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Comparison of Results of Analysis (moments at centerline rveb)
Maximum Moment. Resulls (kN m/m)
OHBDC

AASHTO

Load Case
80-kN

collision

Without
With
Barrier Barrier
Wall
Wall

With
Barrier

Withoul
Barrier

Wall

Wall

39.2

39.2

45.5
86.34
36.3
32.5

45.5
86.34

66.14

4t.2

100-kN wheels
2- to 70-kN wheels
aMoment

66.1^

QUEST I;
Fixed-End
Support

Bakht(l):

Without

with

Ba¡¡ier Wall

Barrier Wall

18.8
5.04

3

3s.4
32.5

2:
Fixed-End
Support
with
Bar¡ier Wall
QUEST

Fixed-End
Support

2s.5
26.3

QUEST 3:
Flexible-End
Support

wfth
Ba¡¡ier Wall

10.3

9.0

28.O4
24.O

25.OÀ

21.8

r 1.6
I 1.9

at fâce of barrier wall.

ered. The boundary condition of the supported end
has little effect on the rnoment distribution at the
free edge.
The comparison of resulÈs for the various methods
of analysis is given in Tab1e 2. For this load
case, moment values at both the supported and free
edge are tabulated. Both code nethods (AAsHTo and
The finite-elenent
OHBDC) give the same results.
analysis gives. nioments that are significantly
smaller than the code reguirement. If the barrier
v¡al1 is treated as a cantilever slab supported by
the deck, then the moments at the base of thê barríer rr'all can be calculated in the same fashion as
for vertical loads ancl in accordance with the code
nethods. Consequently, E = 0.8X + 1.15 = 2.142 Íì¡
and the live-load monent = Px/E = 46.3 kN'n/m.
This is 72 percent greater than that predicted by
the finite-ele¡nent analysis, but it is only 70 percent of the code predictions. At the supporteil encl
of the cantíÌever slab the finite-êlement results
are at least 50 percent snå1ler than the code values. It is obvious that for the cantilever slab
with lhis type of concrete barrier w411, the provisions of both coiles are extremely conservative.
Figure I shows the distribution of bending monents for a 10o-kN vertical load. DirecLIy under

Èhe wheel l-oads and for all three conditions there
are local positive bending mo¡nents. At the supported end of the cantilever slab the moments are
negative. As expected' there is no mornent at the
free edge of the unstiffened caset however, there
are s¡nall negative nonents at the free edge for the
stiffened cases. with no barrier erall, thè finiteelement result of 35.4 kN'm,/¡n indicates satisfactory correlation to the OHBDC value of 36.6 kN'm/m
and the A.ASHTO value of 41.2 kN'm/m (see Table
2). with the adclition of a barrier waII, the monents decrease to 24.0 and lI.6 kN'm/m' depending on the support condition. For the case of a
rigid support, this is a 33 percent reduction. It
should be noted that local positive nonents directly
under the wheèl point are of the same magnitude as
the negative moment when the presence of barrier
walls is taken into account. These are present for
the extrene case of point loads. rf a dístributed
load that represents the actual tire print is used'
this mo¡nent would be much smaller.
Figure 9 shows the moment contours for the loading case of two adjacent wheel loads. This case
represents typical dual-axle loads where there is an
interaction of the tvro closely spaced loads. The
The
AASIÌTO code does not address this condition.
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nethod outlined in the OËBDC for cantilever
greater than I.2 m can handle this condition.

spans

FiS-

ure 3 is used to compute the value for the coefficient At (Equätion 2). A conparison of Figurês I
and 9 clearly shows the difference between the t}¡o
load conditions. Local effècts are present at the
tr,ro points of loading. At the support end the moments are more uniform because the loading has been
spread into two discrete point 1oads. The various
bending moments are given in Table 2. The oHBDc
¡nethod and the finite-element netho¿l yield the same
result (32.5 kN.n,/m) for the condition of no barrier wall. The maxi¡num negative monent decreases to
21.8 kN.m/m when the barrier wall effect is introduced, and it further decreases to 11.9 kN.m/tn
erhen a flexible support is introduced.
The results indicaÈe that the OHBDC analysis,
based on the nethod for spans greater than 1.2 n,
shor,rs a satisfactory cornparison to the finiteelement results, not including edge stiffening.
The
inÈroduction of a continuous barrier wâll causes a
signíficant reduction in the maximurn moment effect.
A flexible support causes a further reduction in noment. None of the designer-oríented formulations
given in Table I takes into account the significant
effect that end support flexibility has on the loaddistribution characteristics of the cantilever slab.
ÀNALYSIS OF EDGE-STIFFENED CANTILEVER SLAB

The fínite-èlernent results for unstiffened cantilever slabs compared favorably with the OHBDC rnethod
for slabs with spans greater than 1.2 m. The OHBDC
method is based on a manual method developed by
Bakht and Holland (3). The.nethoal gives a sÍmple
procedure to analyze the problen of concentrated
loads on elåsÈic cantilever slabs of linearly varying thickness nade of isotropic materials. However,
the effect of edge stiffening is not included. A
subsequent paper by Bakht (5) takes into account ths.
effect of edge stiffening by elaborating on the
method givqn by Bakht and Holland (4). Equation 2
can be used with a new series of curves for Ar that

take into account the effect of the edge stiffening

as a paraneter of the ratio of the noment of inertia
of the edge stiffening to the moment of inertia of
the section of slab about its middle surface. The
introaluction of an edge-stiffening beam in the cantilever slab does not change any of the essential
conditions. Figure I0 shows the graphs for the new
values of the coefficient as developed by Bakht L!).
The data in Table 2 give the results for these

coefficients in the column titled Bakht. A comparison of the finite-elenent results for the second
case to these methods indicates a satisfactory comparison, with the. former results generally being
smaller. For the single wheel load, the rnethod by
Bakht þ) underestimates the nonent by 6 and 20 percent for the single and the dual wheel load, respectively. Consequently, the resuÌts indicate thât the
simplified methods outlined by Bakht and Holland (4)
and by Bakht Q) can reasonably predict moments in
cantilever slabs that have rigid support. These
¡nethods can be also used for cantilever slabs of
semi-infinite length.
The flexibÍ1ity of the cantilever slab support
has a significant effect on the bending moment.
Hovrever, only an elaborate method of analysís can
reasonably predict thq noment values. The flexíbility of the support will vary with spani consequently, the cantilever slab should be designed for
a variable noment along the supportêd end and conseguently should have a varying amount of reinforcing
steel along the length of the support end. From a
practical point of view this may not be economical.
The effect of nonrigid supports appears to be a difficult aspect to íncorporate in a design office.
The effect of edge stiffening is shown in Figure
11. Thè coefficient Àr is plotted as a function of
the ratio |B/TS. (Note that IB = noment of inertia
of edge bearn about the midcll-e surface, and IS =
moment of inertia of longitudinal section of slab
about its middle surface.) This graph shows that
increasing the edge stiffness to cantilever slab
stiffness ratio to beyond 15 results in a rninimal
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decrease to the design moment. For the case shown,

the coeffícient A', which is proportional to maximum
moment, can decrease by as much as 30 percent.
The barrier walls shown in Figure 1 woultl generally result in a T{ÍS ratio greater than 15.
Sidewalks and curbs can also act as edge stiffening. The ratio of stiffness of a siclewalk compare¿l
to that of the supporting cantilever slab, which is
typically between 1 and 3, is of a nuch lo$rer magnitude than for barrier wa1ls. This reduced degree of
edge stíffening can stil1 result in a reiluction of
the naxínum tnoment on the order of 10 to 15 percent.
The effect of varying slab thickness is not considered by AASHTO and was not considere¿t in the
finite-elenent anâlysis. However, the nethods given
by Bakht anil Holland (:!) ana Bakht Q) dq c_o,nsiCler
slab thickness variations. For the geornetry considered, increasing the slab thickness ratio (82/\)
has the effect of íncreasing the peak supporÈ moments. (Note that t1 = =lub Èhickness at free
edge, and t2 =
thickness at supported end.)
"Iub this increase can be as high as
Figure 12 shows that
30 to 40 percent. Conseguently, varying thíckness
could effectively elimínate any beneficial effect of
edge stiffening.
cenerally, the ratio t2/t1 cloes not
vary significantl-y in the typical cantiLèver slab
considerecl and thereby has Iittle
effect on its
design.

ECONOMTC CONSIDERATION

By adopting the nethod of analysis given by Bakht
(5), a cost savíng can be achieved. By using the
current version of the OHBDC for the design of the
cantilever slab, the 100-kN wheel load will produce
a factored maximun bending moment of.92.5 kN.rn/m
at the ultimate 1i¡nit state. To resist this mornent,
the 230-mm slab with a no¡¡inal cover of 70 mn would
require 2200 mm2 of reinforcing steel per meter of
s1ab. This translates into 20¡¡t bars at 135-mm centers. By considering the effect of the barríer
waIl, the naximum bending moment is only 7I.2
kN.m,/n. The reínforcing-steel- reguirenent is 1600
nm2, or 20M bars at 185 mn.
It can be seen that a savings of 27 percent, or
600 mrn2,/m length of. cantilever, can be achieved.
If it is assumeil that the cantilever steel is terminated approximately 1.5 m past the centerline of the
girder (see Figure 1), the total length of the reinforcing-steel bars souLd be 3.0 rn. With a cantilever slab along each sicle of the brídge, this
translates into a mass savings of. 28 kg/n of bridge
Iength. For a bridge length of 60 ¡n, the savings in
nass ¡vouId be 1700 kg and would result in a total
savings of approxlmately $2,100 (assuníng cost of
epoxy-coated reinforcing steel to be çI,250/q.
(Note that $l Canadian = S0.810 U.S.)
Less reinforcing steel is necessary when the barrier wa1l is Èaken into accounti therefore, smalter
bars or a larger concrete cover can be used. These
two features increase the durabil-ity of the concrete
slab when it is exposed to deícing chenicals.
A potential savings is also possible for rehabilDuring rehabilitation the existing subitation.
standard barrier walls of many bridges are upgraded
to current standards. Often there is also a need to
widen the existíng bridge deck. A narrow wideníng
coul¿l be achieved by sirnply addlng to the cantíIever
length. By taking into account the better distribution of the live load caused by the presence of the
barrier wall, the structural capaclty of the existing cantilever slab may be sufficient; otherwise,
the existing cantilever slab woutd have to be re¡noved and replaced or so¡nehow strengthened.
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CONCTUSIONS AND RECOUI4ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The finite-elemenÈ analysis confirms that standard
barrier walls sígnificantly enhance the distribution
of live-load effects in cantilever deck slabs. The
maximum live-load bending monents in the direction
of the span decrease by 33 percent.
A general simplified nethod of analysis based on
the extension of a nethod specified in the OHBDC (2)
and developed by Bakht (5) can be used for the desígn of cantilever deck slal¡s y¡ith barrier walls.
This neÈhod can be used for cleterrnining noments anywhere âlong the slabs, including areas of the slab
near ileck expansíon joints.
Several parameters that affect the behavior of a
cant.ilever slab subjeeted to live load have not been
considered.

t. The effect of construction joints in the barrier walls was not consiclerecl. These constructiôn
joints have no reinforcement passing Ëhrough them,
and consequently a weak link exists. Because these
joints are still effective in compression but not in
tension, their presence nee¿ls to be considered. The
local discontinuity should not have a significant
effect on the deflection characterístic of the system becâuse the overall stiffness of the barrier
wall would not be affected. Consequently, these
discontinuities shouLd have Little effect on the
distribution of ¡nonents.
2. The investigation considered only point
loads. In realÍty, the erheel loads are patch loads
of finite area, thereby spreading the concentrated
Ioad over a larger area. this effect rnay result in
an even better distribution and a decrease in the
l-ocal mornent effect directly under the wheel loacls.
3. The effect of nonhomogeneity of the concrete
slab (such as cracking, honeycornbing, and so forth)
on the load dÍstribution was not consídered.
These three itens should be investigated. Prototype

full-scale nodels should be constructed and nonitored to ensure satisfactory behavior and agreenent
with the theoretical approach.
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